Please Post and Distribute: 2011-2012 English Language Fellow Program Project list.

Please see the attached list of **AY 2011-12 Projects** for the U.S. Department of State English Language Fellow Program. Full project descriptions will be available and posted on the website (elf.georgetown.edu) soon!

Please note that these are regular-cycle projects (Fall-Spring); off-cycle projects will be posted in April.

Most assignments are for 10 months. Application deadline for priority consideration is March 1, 2011. Positions are filled on a rolling basis.


The U.S. State Department-funded English Language Fellow Program promotes English language learning around the world and fosters mutual understanding between the people of the United States and those of other countries by placing highly qualified teachers in funded professional positions on projects initiated by U.S. Embassies in all regions of the world.

Qualifications:
US Citizenship; Master’s in TEFL/TESL, Applied Linguistics, or other fields directly relevant to the accepted projects (TEFL/TESL certification required); minimum 2 years of experience in teaching English to non-native speakers; overseas work experience preferred. Senior Fellows must have minimum of four years of teacher training experience.

Benefits:
$25,000 stipend for Fellows, $35,000 stipend for Senior Fellows. Living allowance covering the cost of reasonable, safe, and comfortable housing, food, utilities, and transportation. International round trip travel from Fellow’s residence to host country. Miscellaneous allowance (shipping and pre-departure expense). Medical coverage up to $50,000 per illness or injury. Educational materials allowance and program activities allowance.

For more information, please refer to [http://elf.georgetown.edu](http://elf.georgetown.edu) or contact elf@georgetown.edu or matulas@georgetown.edu.